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In this exciting addition to Molly Harper's beloved Half-Moon Hollow series, the focus is on Gigi's

ex-boyfriend Ben. When his new girlfriend is killed in a freak Ultimate Frisbee accident, he's

determined to save her, no matter the cost, even if it means bringing her into the darkness of

vampire life!
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The description of this plot is completely misleading. Ben isn't agonizing over his newly undead

love. They just met. She wasn't changed without her permission and Ben doesn't feel guilty about

Meagan being changed. It's the other way around.I wouldn't say this is the best of the Half-Moon

Hollow books. I thought the wrap up with the villains was rushed and disjointed. But the worst part of

the book was the love scene. It happened at such a tense, inappropriate time I couldn't enjoy it at

all. I had to skip it because I was so anxiously awaiting the imminent arrival of the villain. How could

they stop for nooky in the middle of danger? It was ridiculous.This book featured Jane, Gabriel and

Georgie at home. There were some great scenes with them especially Georgie. There were also

some good bits of Ophelia. Long time fans of the series will enjoy more cameos featuring nearly all

our former heroes and heroines.On the whole Meagan was a likeable, sympathetic character and

Ben was ok. I still wish the characters were a little older. I don't like how the series is running toward

teen romance lately.

Meagan becomes the victim of a mad scientist's experiment. Ben becomes Meagan's accidental



victim. Jane Jamison-Nightingale steps up to save them. Msn. Harper again delivers an adventure

filled with humor. Many characters from former books appear to help Maegen and Ben adjust to

their new status as members of the undead.

A great book in the Half-Moon Hollow series, but the first one I've read, Meagan and Ben's story is

sweet and funny with some mad scientist thrown in. I totally must find time to go back and read the

earlier 13 books.

Molly Harper I just love your books. You are so creative, you make reading fun and this book is no

exception. I really enjoyed Ben and Meagan's story. Really ultimate frisbee and crazy doctors...right

up my ally lol!

Although no one can say that this is world-class literature. Sometimes what you want is a good

reader that is fun and makes you laugh and makes you cringe a little bit and that's what Molly

Harper does best

The gang is all here and I love it. This series is light and witty with a great story. I suggest you start

at the beginning and get to know all these great characters and their stories.

Another great book in the Half-Moon Hollow series, Meagan and Ben's story is sweet and funny with

some mad scientist thrown in. I totally love this series and the characters.

It's always great to read another adventure in half-moon hollow. Funny, unlikely hijinks are,around

every page. We see a return to riveroaks and a lot of old faces returning.
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